Abstract. In this article, we prove an extreme value theorem on the limit distribution of geodesics in a geometrically finite quotient of ΓzT a locally finite tree. Main examples of such graphs are quotients of a Bruhat-Tits tree T by non-cocompact discrete subgroups Γ of P GLp2, Kq of a positive characteristic local field K. We investigate, for a given time T , the measure of the set of Γ-equivalent geodesic classes which stay up to time T the region of distance d at most N depending on T from a fixed compact subset D of ΓzT . Namely, for Bowen-Margulis measure µ on the space ΓzGT of geodesics and the critical exponent δ of Γ, we show that there exists a constant C depending on Γ and D such that 
Introduction
Extreme value theory in probability theory has been developed for the last several decades. Whenever there is a random process, one can consider probabilistic questions such as central limit theorem, local limit theorem, law of large number, etc. One of the probabilistic questions is the extreme value distribution: given an N , either a constant or a function of time T , what is the probability that your given process up to time T is of distance at most N as T tends to infinity?
Recently, there has been a series of results on stationary stochastic processes arising from various chaotic dynamical systems such as random walks starting from [Co] (see a survey paper [Fr] and references therein).
One can ask a similar question for geodesics in a non-compact manifold with respect to a measure on the set of geodesics:
What is the measure of the set of geodesic rays visiting the region of distance at most N from a fixed point in time r0, T s?
For the modular surface H 2 {SL 2 pZq, a related question on continued fraction expansion was answered by Galambos [Ga] whose result was used by Pollicott for the question on geodesics [Po] .
In this article, we address the same question for quotient graphs of locally finite trees, which are the non-Archimedean analog of hyperbolic surfaces. We obtain an extreme value distribution for geometrically finite quotients of certain locally finite trees, in particular, regular trees. These include all the algebraic quotients of Bruhat-Tits tree of the group P GL 2 over positive characteristic local fields.
Let us state our main result. Given a locally finite tree T , let AutpT q be the group of automorphisms of T and Γ be a geometrically finite discrete subgroup of AutpT q. Suppose that the quotient graph ΓzT min of the minimal Γ-invariant subtree T min is a union of a finite graph with finitely many rays each of which is a ray of Nagao type as in Figure 1 (see [P04] ), with rays each of which has edge-index alternating between q and 1. Main examples are geometrically finite discrete subgroups of a pq`1q-regular tree. We denote by δ " δ Γ the critical exponent of Γ, which is defined by δ " δ Γ " lim nÑ8 log #tγ P Γ : dpx, γxq ď nu n for any fixed vertex x P V T . The value does not depend on the choice of x P V T . Figure 1 . The quotient graph of a geometrically finite subgroup with compact part D Let h plq T be the maximum of the height of l among t P r0, T s, which is the distance from the compact part, say D, in Figure 1 :
Let µ be the Bowen-Margulis measure. (See Definition 2.2.) Theorem 1.1. Let Γ be a geometrically finite discrete subgroup of AutpT q of a pq`1q-regular tree T . There exists a constant C " CpΓq such that
where N " log e 2δ {qˆT pe 2δ´2e 2δ´C pe 2δ´q q˙.
If Γ is a lattice subgroup of AutpT q, then δ " log q and µ is AutpT qinvariant. Moreover, if the quotient itself is a ray of Nagao type, then the constant C is equal to 0. (See the proof in Section 3). The main example of Γ is P GL 2 pF q rtsq sitting in P GL 2`Fq ppt´1qq˘(see Section 3). This yields the following corollary. Corollary 1.2. Suppose that Γ is a discrete subgroup of AutpT q such that the edge-indexed graph associated to T {{Γ is equal to the ray X of Nagao type. Then we have
with N " log qˆT pq´1q 2q˙.
We remark that for quotient spaces of lattices in Lie groups, Kirsebom [Ki] showed some estimates for the limiting distribution of the maximum height over a specific interval of indices with respect to certain sparse subsequences of the one-parameter action.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the Markov chain associated to the discrete time geodesic flow of edge-indexed graphs and the construction of Gibbs measures. In Section 3, we prove the extreme value distribution for the simplest case, the ray of Nagao type. We prove the extreme value distribution of geometrically finite quotients in Section 4 using the theory of countable Markov chain and the result for the ray of Nagao type. We tried to write Section 3 as self-contained as possible (without Markov chain) for the readers who are mainly interested in the modular ray.
Markov chain and Gibbs measures
As in the introduction, let T be a locally finite tree and Γ a discrete subgroup of AutpT q. In this section, we do not need any assumption on the indices of the quotient graph ΓzT min . Let δ " δ Γ be the critical exponent of Γ, which is defined by δ " δ Γ " lim nÑ8 log #tγ P Γ : dpx, γxq ď nu n for any fixed vertex x P V T . The value does not depend on the choice of x P V T .
2.1. Bowen-Margulis measure. In this subsection, we review the construction of geodesic flow invariant measure µ on the space of bi-infinite geodesics associated to a conformal family tµ x u xPV T of measures on the boundary B 8 T at infinity. Such a measure µ is finite when Γ is geometrically finite. For lattices of Nagao type, it coincides with Haar measure coming from AutpT q. The construction is similar to the construction of Bowen-Margulis measure from Patterson-Sullivan density, more generally that of Gibbs measures from conformal densities. (See [Sull] for hyperbolic manifolds, [Rob] for CAT(-1) spaces, and [BPP] for trees.)
Let us fix a vertex x P V T . Let GT " tl : Z Ñ V T , n Þ Ñ l n isometryu be the space of bi-infinite geodesics and φ the discrete time geodesic flow on GT given by φplqpnq " lpn`1q. Let GT`" tl : Z ě0 Ñ V T , n Þ Ñ l n isometryu be the space of geodesic rays and GTx " tl P GT`| l 0 " xu be the space of geodesic rays starting at x.
Let B 8 T be the Gromov boundary at infinity of T . For a fixed a vertex x P V T , the Gromov boundary B 8 T can be identified with GTx .
Let π : T Ñ ΓzT be the natural projection. It induces the natural projection map GT Ñ ΓzGT which we will also denote by π.
Definition 2.1 (Patterson-Sullivan density). Given ω P B 8 T and x, y P V T , the Busemann cocycle β ω px, yq is defined as dpx, zq´dpy, zq where rx, ωq X ry, ωq " rz, ωq.
(1) A Patterson density of dimension δ for a discrete group Γ ă AutpT q is a family of finite nonzero positive Borel measures tµ x u xPV T on B 8 T such that for every γ P Γ, for all x, y P T and ω P B 8 T , γ˚µ x " µ γ¨x and dµ x dµ y pωq " e´δ βωpx,yq .
(2) For Γ geometrically finite, the Patterson density tµ x u xPV T of dimension δ " δ Γ is the (unique) weak-limit of µ x,s as s Ñ δ`where µ x,s " 1 ř γPΓ e´s dps,γxq ÿ γPΓ e´s dpx,γxq δ γx and δ γx is the Dirac mass at γx ( [HP07] ).
Now consider the set GT x of bi-infinite geodesics which reaches x at time zero. On the set GT x , we define µ locally by µ xˆµx : for D´, D`Ă B 8 T such that every geodesic line connecting a point in D´and D`passes through x, we define pµ xˆµx q`tl P GT x : l´P D´and l`P D`u˘" C x µ x pD´qµ x pD`q on GT x . Here, C x is the normalizing constant such that pµ xˆµx qpGT x q " 1. Now we use a ramified covering argument: since there is a one-to-one correspondence between ΓzGT and š rxsPΓzV T Γ x zGT x , take the sum of µ xˆµx and normalize.
Definition 2.2 (Bowen-Margulis measure). For a measurable subset E Ă
ΓzGT , define µpEq to be
Note that C 0 is chosen so that µpΓzGT q " 1 and the quantity above is well-defined i.e. it depend only on the class of x. The measure µ is φ-invariant. Indeed, any set can be decomposed into projection of cylinders of the form E " πpC E q with C E " tl P GT x : l´P D´, l`P D`u small enough so that π is one-to-one on C E . Note that the measure of such cylinders are φ-invariant:
where x 1 is the base point of the elements of φ´1E. The third equality is by definition of µ xˆµx . Another way of seeing φ-invariance is to observe that µ is a Gibbs measure for dicrete time geodesic flow φ. Compared with Proposition 4.13 of [BPP] .
2.2. Markov chain of Γ f zGT . In this subsection, we explain a way to obtain Markov chain associated to the geodesic flow on the compact part. First enlarge the given geometrically finite group Γ to the full group Γ f associated to Γ, which is defined as the group maximal with the property that the quotient graph ΓzT coincides with Γ f zT [BM96] , namely
Note that ΓzGT and Γ f zGT can be very different. We will define a Markov chain of Γ f zT coding the geodesic flow. We remark that Γ f is not necessarily virtually discrete, thus, the Markov chain of Γ f zT does not necessarily give a Markov chain of ΓzT coding the geodesic flow. However, the quotient graphs are identical, thus the extreme value condition for Γ f holds if and only if the same condition holds for Γ if we consider the measure on ΓzGT induced from Γ f zGT . More precisely, let µ be the Bowen-Margulis measure defined in Definition 2.2. Denote by p the natural projection ΓzGT Ñ Γ f zGT such that φ˝p " p˝φ. It is an important fact that the set
is invariant under the associated full group Γ f . Thus, if we denote by µ the measure on Γ f zGT given by µpEq " µpp´1pEqq, then it suffices to consider the limiting distribution of
Now we introduce the Markov chain associated to the discrete time geodesic flow.
Given an undirected graph A, let EA the set of all oriented edges where every edge of A is bi-directed. The cardinality of EA is twice the number of edges of A. For e P EA, let B 0 e and B 1 e be the initial vertex and the terminal vertex of e, respectively. Denote by e be the opposite edge of e satisfying B i e " B 1´i e for i " 0, 1. An edge-indexed graph pA, iq is a bi-directed graph A together with a map i : EA Ñ Z ě0 assigning a positive integer to each oriented edge.
For a given edge-indexed graph pA, iq, consider the following subset X pA,iq " tx " pe j q jPZ | B 0 e j`1 " B 1 e j and if e j`1 " e j , then i A pe j q ą 1u of admissible paths in pEAq Z . The family of cylinders re 0 ,¨¨¨, e n´1 s :" tx P X pA,iq :
is a basis of open sets for a topology on X. Let σ : X pA,iq Ñ X pA,iq be the shift given by σpxq i :" x i`1 . Then pGT , φq is conjugate to pX T , σq (Consider T as pT , i 0 q with i 0 peq " 1, @e P ET ). If pA, iq is the edgeindexed graph associated with the quotient graph of groups Γ f zzT (see [Se] for the definition of quotient graphs of groups), then we also have a bijection Φ : pΓ f zGT , φq Ñ pX pA,iq , σq given by Φprlsq " pe j q jPZ , B i e j " l i`j for all j P Z and i " 0, 1, so that the following diagram commute (cf. [BM96] ).
For f P ET , we denote the shadow of an edge f by
Opf q " tω P B 8 T | Dξ P GT such that ξ 0 " B 0 f, ξ 1 " B 1 f and ξ`" ωu.
Let re 0 , . . . , e n´1 s be an admissible cylinder of X pA,iq . Following [BM96] , we define λ by λpre 0 ,¨¨¨, e n´1 sq "
where f j is an oriented edge of T for which πpf j q " e j and B 1 f j " B 0 f j`1 and Γ f 0 ,¨¨¨,f n´1 is the stabilizer group of f 0 , . . . , f n´1 of Γ. This quantity does not depend on the choice of f j . It has the Markov property, namely (2.1) ÿ e j : B 0 e k "B 1 e j λpre j , e k sq " λpre k sq, and ÿ e k : B 0 e k "B 1 e j λpre j , e k sq " λpre j sq.
We also have ż
where Φ˚pf qrpx i q iPZ s " f rΦ´1ppx i q iPZ qs. In other words, the measure λ is a Markov measure and two dynamical systems pΓ f zGT , φ, µq and pX pA,iq , σ, λq are isomorphic ([BM96] ).
Let us briefly recall positively recurrent Markov chain following [MT] . Let Z n be a Markov chain with phase space S " ts 1 , s 2 ,¨¨¨u and transition probabilities
For a subset B Ă S of alphabets, let
and set f p0q ij " 0 and p p0q ij " δ ij . Observe the following convolution relation
Suppose that the Markov chain Z n is irreducible, i.e., for any s i , s j P S, there exists n ą 0 such that p pnq ij ą 0. We say π j is a stationary distribution if it satisfies π j " ř iPS π i p ij . A Markov chain pS, p ij q is recurrent if a stationary distribution exists and furthermore it is called positive recurrent if ř 8 n"1 nf pnq jj ă 8. When pS, p ij , π j q is positive recurrent, π j is unique and we have π j " 1
An irreducible Markov chain is called aperiodic if for some (and hence every) state s i P S, its period gcdtn : p pnq ii ą 0u is 1. The Markov chain we consider in this article is (see [K18] ) pS, p ij q for (2.5)
S " EpΓzzT q, p ij " p e i e j " λpre i , e j sq λpre i sq .
Note that the stationary distribution is π j " λpre j sq which is positive recurrent and aperiodic. If a positive recurrent Markov chain Z n is aperiodic, then π j " lim nÑ8 p pnq ij and π j does not depend on the choice of i P S (Chapter 8-10, [MT] ). We will use this fact in Section 4.
Extreme value distribution for rays of Nagao type
Let T be the pq`1q-regular tree and let G " AutpT q. Denote by V T the set of vertices of T . Let X be the edge-indexed graph described in Figure 3 and Γ be the fundamental group of a finite grouping of X . In other words, Γ is a discrete subgroup of G for which the edge-indexed graph associated to the quotient graph of groups ΓzzT is X . Let us denote the vertices of X by v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , . . . as in Figure 3 .
q`1 q 1 q 1 q 1 q 1 q 1 q Figure 2 . A ray of Nagao type
The main motivating example is the modular ray: let K " F q ppt´1qq and Z " F q rts. Let G " P GLp2, Kq and Γ " P GLp2, Zq. The group G acts transitively on the pq`1q-regular tree T which is called the Bruhat-Tits tree associated to G [Se] . Let us fix a vertex x P V T .
Recall that GT , GT`, GTx are the space of biinfinite geodesics, geodesic rays and geodesic rays starting at x, respectively.
Definition 3.1. Let us denote π´1v 0 X tl n : n P Z ě0 u " tl t 1 , l t 2 ,¨¨¨u. For a fixed geodesic l, such t i will be denoted by t i plq.
(1) The sequence of vertices l tn l tn`1¨¨¨lt n`1 is called the n-th excursion of l. For given l, such t i will be denoted by t i plq. (2) Since the quotient graph of groups has indices alternating between q and 1 as in Figure 3 , all the neighbors of π´1pv 0 q are mapped to v 1 under π. As for i ě 1, all but one neighbors of π´1pv i q are mapped to v i´1 under π and the remaining one is mapped to v i`1 . As any geodesic has no back-tracking, any n-th excursion of geodesic l t n´1¨¨¨l tn projects to v 0¨¨¨vm v m´1¨¨¨v1 v 0 . Call such m the height of n-th excursion of l and denote it by a n plq. The n-th excursion time is t i`1 plq´t i plq " 2a i plq.
Definition 3.2. Let µ x be the probability measure on GTx defined as follows. The subsets E y " tl P GTx : l passes through yu for y P T form a basis for a topology on GTx . Let B be the associated Borel σ-algebra. The probability measure µ x is given by µ x pE y q " 1 pq`1qq dpx,yq´1 .
The measure µ x is invariant under every element of AutpT q which fixes x. Proposition 3.3 (Independence of excursions). Let x be a vertex of T which is a lift of v 0 .
For any k ě 1 and for any 1 ď i 1 ă¨¨¨ă i k ,
Proof. We prove by induction. Let us denote
and A c i,N its complement in GTx so that
We first consider the case k " 1 by computing µ x pA c i 1 ,N q. Let
be the set of starting vertices of i 1 -th excursions of geodesics. The geodesic rays with a plq i 1 ą N have l t i 1 P V i 1 and the i 1 -th excursion projects to a ray on X starting with v 0 v 1¨¨¨vN v N`1 .
The following observation is the keypoint: for each y P V i 1 , there exist q`1 lifts of v 1 which are neighbors of y. However, one of them is visited by the geodesic just before it arrives at y. Thus, there are exactly q lifts of v 0 v 1 starting from y not backtracking the geodesic l t i 1´1 l t i 1 . For each of these lifts, there is a unique lift of v 0¨¨¨vN`1 starting with the lift. Call the endpoints of these lifts z j , j " 1,¨¨¨, q. It follows that
By definition, l t i 1 P V i 1 for any l. Thus, summing over y P V i 1 , we have
Now suppose the proposition holds up to k´1. Replacing y P V i 1 by z P V i k in the equations (3.1), the equation
holds if and only if both the numerator and the denominator of the left hand side are not zero. Equivalently, rxzs is the beginning of a geodesic in Ş k´1 j"1 A i j ,N , i.e. rxzs does not project to a ray starting with v 0¨¨¨vN`1 on the¨¨¨i k´1 -th excursions.
By induction hypothesis, it follows that
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Although the proof is lengthy, the main idea of the proof above is that each excursion is independent. We will use this fact again in Section 4 for more general discrete subgroups. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we have
Letting n " q N , and N Ñ 8, we obtain the proposition.
We now prove a similar result for bi-infinite geodesics. Note that
Proposition 3.5.
Proof. Choose a lift x i in V T of v i . Recall from Definition 3.1 that t 1 is the smallest non-negative integer satisfying πpl t 1 q " v 0 . For i ‰ 0, we have
The φ-invariance of µ gives the third equality.
Using Proposition 3.5, we prove the main theorem for the rays of Nagao type. Recall that h plq T " max 0ďtďT dpπpl t q, v 0 q and that t n is the starting time of the n-th excursion of l.
For each geodesic l, let S plq n " 2pa plq 1`¨¨¨`a plq n q " t n`1´t1 be the total time of the first n excursions and T n its expectation with respect to µ. Note that
Theorem 3.6. We have
Proof. By the law of large numbers, we have S plq n´Tn n Ñ 0 for µ-almost every l P GT . Moreover, if we denote by B n,C the set tl P GT : |S plq n´Tn | ď C ? nu, then by the central limit theorem of the shift map, for any ǫ ą 0, there exists C ą 0 such that µ x pB n,C q ą 1´ǫ holds for all n ě 1.
µˆ"l P GT : max
, .
-‚
-‚`ǫ .
Hence, for any given ǫ ą 0, there exists M ą 0 such that
holds for all N ě M . By Proposition 3.5, we have
-‚ " e´q y which completes the proof.
Extreme value distribution for geometrically finite quotient
In this section, we prove extreme value distribution for geometrically finite quotient graphs of regular trees using Markov chain on the compact part and the extreme value distribution result for each ray proved in the previous section.
We remark that an alternative approach might be to use general extreme value theorem [Fr] using the φ-mixing property, i.e., the error term of mixing |µpA X T´nBq´µpAqµpBq| is bounded by the measures of the sets A and B) of the measure-preserving transformation T , which is not available here. Note that exponential mixing is known [BPP] based on a result of Young [Yo] (see also the paper by the first author [K18] ).
Let us first fix some notations on the quotient graph. Given a pq`1q-regular tree T , let AutpT q be the group of automorphisms of T and Γ be a geometrically finite discrete subgroup of AutpT q (see Section 1). There are finite edge-indexed rays C 1 ,¨¨¨, C k and a finite edge-indexed graph D such that
Each C i is a Nagao ray of index p1, q, 1, q, . . . , q, i.e., ipe n q " q, ipe n q " 1 for all n ě 0.
Fix such C j and D. Let us denote by v i,0 the unique element of V D X V C i p1 ď i ď kq. Then, we obtain the following figure. Figure 3 . The quotient graph of a geometrically finite subgroup Definition 4.1. Let l P GT . We can write
with t 1 be the smallest positive time when l leaves the compact part. Note that πpl t 2n´1 q " πpl t 2n q. The sequence of vertices l t 2n´1 l t 2n´1`1¨¨¨l t 2n is called the n-th excursion of l.
Comparing with Definition 3.1, note that the starting time of the n-th excursion is now t 2n´1 . As explained in Definition 3.1 (2), any n-th excursion of geodesic projects to v i,0¨¨¨vi,m v i,m´1¨¨¨vi,1 v i,0 for some i and m. We call such m the height of n-th excursion of l and denote it by a n plq.
Recall that h plq T " max 0ďtďT dpD, lptqq and the Markov chain pS, p ij q is given by S " EpΓzzT q, p ij " p e i e j " λpre i , e j sq λpre i sq .
The stationary distribution is given by π j " λpre j sq. Recall also that µ x is the Patterson density for Γ based at x (Definition 2.1) and µ is the Gibbs measure constructed in Definition 2.2.
Lemma 4.2. If Γ is non-elementary and ΓzT has at least one Nagao ray, then δ ą 1 2 log q and we have µ ptrls P Γ f zGT | a n plq ď N uq " 1´q
Proof. The proof is verbatim to the proof of Proposition 3.3, except that we need to obtain the general version of (3.1). For j " 0,¨¨¨, m, let x j P V T be the vertices satisfying πpx j q " v i,j and x j , x j`1 are adjacent. For j " 1,¨¨¨, m, let f j P ET such that B 0 f j " x j´1 and B 1 f j " x j . We need to show that for any integer N ą 0,
Let v i,0¨¨¨vi,m v i,m´1¨¨¨vi,1 v i,0 be the projection of n-th excursion of some geodesic l P GT under π. Let α j " µ x j pOpf j qq. (Note that this does not depend on the choice of x j ). Since Γ is non-elementary, it follows that µ has no atoms and hence α j ‰ 0. The conformal property of µ implies that µ x j pOpf j" µ x j`1 pOpf j qqe δ . Since there are q neighbors of x j which projects to v i,j , and Γ x j acts transitively on these neighbors, we have (4.2) α j`1 " qµ x j`1 pOpf j" qµ x j pOpf j qqe´δ " qα j e´δ.
Let e i be the edge given by B 0 e i " v i´1 and B 1 e i " v i . Let us decompose the shadow Opf j`N q into countable disjoint union of sets: Opf j`N q is the union of pq´1q shadows Opg 0 q of lifts g 0 of e j`N adjacent to f j`N and the shadow Opf j`N`1 q.
The shadow Opf j`N`1 q is in turn the union of q´1 shadows Opg 1 q of lifts g 1 of e j`N`1 adjacent to f j`N`1 and the shadow Opf j`N`2 q. We repeat this decomposition. For any l ě 0, we obtain q´1 shadows Opg l q's such that µ x j pOpg l" µ x j pOpf j`N`l qqe´2 pN`lqδ " α j q N`l e´2 pN`lqδ by the conformal property and (4.2) Therefore, for any j, N ě 0, we have µ x j pOpf j`N" pq´1qα j 8 ÿ n"N q n e´2 nδ " pq´1qα j`q e 2δ˘N 1´q e 2δ .
Since µ x j pOpf jă 8, the above series must converge thus we have δ Γ ą 1 2 log q and µ x j pO f j`N q µ x j pO f j q "´q e 2δ¯N .
Therefore, by independence of excursions (similar to the proof of Proposition 3.3), we obtain a limiting Galambos type formula.
µˆ"rls P Γ f zGT | max 1ďjďk a j plq ď N`y *˙"ˆ1´q N`y e 2δpN`yq˙k .
Given a geodesic l in GT , let us denote by Cplq the expectation
f the difference between the starting time of the pn`1q-th excursion time and the ending time of the n-th excursion of l (the time living in the compact part) over n P Z ą0 . Note that this does not depend on the choice of representative in ΓzGT and the limit exists for µ-almost every rls P ΓzGT .
Lemma 4.3. Let C Γ " ş ΓzGT Cprlsqdµ. The expectation with respect to µ of the time of n excursions t 2n´t1 over ΓzGT iŝ 2e 2δ e 2δ´q`C Γ˙n .
Proof. Since the Markov chain associated to the compact part is finite, it is positive recurrent (Chapter 10, [MT] ). Hence, the constant C Γ is finite and depends only on the structure of quotient graph ΓzT and the choice of the compact part D.
The expectation with respect to µ of t 2n´t1 of l is E µ˜n ÿ i"1 p2a plq i`C plq q¸" np2E µ pa 1 q`E µ C pl" C Γ n`2n
q´1 q p e 2δk " C Γ n`8 ÿ k"1 2nkpe 2δ´k´1 e 2δk "ˆ2 e 2δ e 2δ´q`C Γ˙n .
This completes the proof of the lemma. µˆ"rls P ΓzGT |h plq T ď log e 2δ {qˆT pe 2δ´2e 2δ´C Γ pe 2δ´q q˙`y *˙" e´q y {e 2δy .
